BILL FOR $125,000 ARMOY TO RECEIVE HEARING ON TUESDAY

As provided for Two Armories, one New and One at Ames, Seeking the Funds
3 NECESSARY FOR TRAINING CORPS

Building Will Be Plain Brick Structure, 400 Feet Long and 200 Feet in Width

Iowa's new $125,000 armory bill will have a hearing before the appropriations committee of the state house. It provides for two armories, one here and one at Ames, seeking the funds necessary for training corps.
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SHAKEUP IN RUSSIAN GOVERNMENT LIKELY TO END ABSOLUTISM

J. C. Chester, Republican Secretary, Ensures Republican or Limited Monarchy Ahead

EXPECT TO DRIVE THE GERMAN OUT

Restricts Abduction of Men to Interfere With Business Between U.S. and France

"The abdication of the czar unerringly means the end of autocratic monarchy in Russia. The government will then be the product of the people, and will at least be a limited monarchy, whatever else we may be.

The czar is overthrown, and his successor will be a president of a limited monarchy, who will have the backing of the people."

CHEMIST IS MUCH IN DEMAND THESE DAYS

European War and Development of Natural Resources Looked Upon as the Cause

"One of the features of the present war is the development of natural resources. We are in need of more chemists to work on this problem."

ENGINEERS WILL PLAN FOR THE SHOW FRIDAY NIGHT

Will Attempt to Produce Most Accurate and Impressive Lighting Effects

"Old Capitol Is to Be Portrayed

"Mona Lisa School" will be held in the tower of the Pyramids in Egypt

The conditions working on the enemy and ways in which the enemy is now forced to play a secondary role to our forces. The enemy will be forced to retreat and our forces will be able to take the offensive."

SPRING PRACTICE TO BE MORE EXTENSIVE

Football Candidates Will Be Given Three Weeks of Hardest Practice

"Three weeks of intensive football practice before the spring will be attempted to develop the football team into the best in the country."

K. VON LACKMANN MADE HEADWAY IN BASKETBALL QUINETY

K. Von Lackmann of the Iowa Amateur Athletic Union is making headway in the basketball season.

UNIVERSITY PLAYERS VENTURE A SUCCESS

Portuguese People's Performance Helped to Unite Organization, March Your Voice

"The University Players' show was a huge success. The Portuguese people's performance helped to unite the organization. March Your Voice!"
VOTE ON SELF GOVERNMENT

The woman in the University will have a chance to vote on the question of self government on Wednesday and Thursday of this week.

Self government is an excellent modern method of governing students affairs if properly carried out. In the past its success, if any, has been the hearty cooperation of every student coming under its jurisdiction, but first, and most important, it must be fully understood by every student. Self government has proved of much value both to the students and to the members of the faculty because both carried out its part of the contrast. In other words, where this has not been the case, the plan was a failure.

The Daily Iowan is of the opinion that, under favorable conditions, people can and should of self government. We believe that the plan would be a success at Iowa because the women fully understand what self government is and what must be done in order to make it a success. Every woman in the University should vote on the most important question when it comes to election on Wednesday and Thursday. However, we urge that every voter know just what the plan consists of to its minutest detail, and that no person cast a vote merely because the pro-position seems to sound good and some friend advises that way.

OPERA CONFECTIONERY

DONT FORGET-

A soda or sundaes each evening at the Opera. All kinds of ice cream, soft drinks and confections.

By the Englelts.  Tony Marlas

BANKS EDUCAUIONAL EXCHANGE (Inc)

Wants more students of Iowa Colleges and Universities that wish to be known.

MEN'S COFFEE BROWN DRESS SHOES $7.00

(Merchants)

MUELLER BROS. 14 S. Dubuque St.

UNIVERSITY OPINION

Note-The Daily Iowan will gladly accept your contributions from all students and faculty members. The daily newspaper is the only organ of student opinion in the University and every student is responsible for the somewhat balanced comment. The university -satis- heartless motives toward improved to the minds can only be agreed with by those who would themselves seek a marriage of convenience. The ap-parent criterion of that better was the person whose total losses on dollars and cents to the extin- guishment of all motives that are wel- lied, and truly human. Such an extreme criterion in the many cases was certainly not quite fair. The speaker failed to give us a reason for his belief, however, for the thousands of girls who are engaged to a profession of acceptable to women and who are as careful about their dress as are the girls behind. Neither did the speaker give a reason for his refusal to marry an estimable, wealthy woman, of whom parents approve to accept a poor, less prosperous lady. We know as many of each class as he. It does not follow that an engagement is proof of any of the unsound, bandit-like things with the prevented from impeding concerning true affect. With the respect for the kind of wealth in this article was considered by the speaker relative to his position to the speaker had been bitingly dis- appointed in his relations with whom. We do not wish to think, though,

that such an otherwise worthy man looks upon the clothes of his female relatives as necessary sólo for matrimony.-A Senior.

WHAT MEN LIVE BY

There will appear in course from day to day, statements from various sources and persons, before and of friends of the Uni-versity, but where is an exception to self and institutions.

To the Editor:

The reference in Friday’s “ Iowa” to the letters of Professor Bolt is responsible for this somewhat be- yond comment. The university -satis- heartless motives toward improved to the minds can only be agreed with by those who would themselves seek a marriage of convenience. The ap-parent criterion of that better was the person whose total losses on dollars and cents to the extin- guishment of all motives that are wel- lied, and truly human. Such an extreme criterion in the many cases was certainly not quite fair. The speaker failed to give us a reason for his belief, however, for the thousands of girls who are engaged to a profession of acceptable to women and who are as careful about their dress as are the girls behind. Neither did the speaker give a reason for his refusal to marry an estimable, wealthy woman, of whom parents approve to accept a poor, less prosperous lady. We know as many of each class as he. It does not follow that an engagement is proof of any of the unsound, bandit-like things with the prevented from impeding concerning true affect. With the respect for the kind of wealth in this article was considered by the speaker relative to his position to the speaker had been bitingly dis- appointed in his relations with whom. We do not wish to think, though,
Englert Theatre
Monday and Tuesday
March 19th and 20th

American's Daintiest Actress

ANITA STEWART
in Bohl. W. Chamber's Greatest Story

“The Girl Philippa”
The picture that broke New York theater records.
Matinees at 1:20. Admission 10c. Evening 10c, 15c.
Feature Photoplay Starts at 2, 4, 6, and 9 p. m.

THE VETER-Coast
SPRING FASHION EXHIBIT

The Big Style Show
LIVING MODELS

At 8 p. m., Monday and Tuesday
First 400 seats on Main Floor (evenings) reserved.
Now on sale at 15c

George Killinger is spending the week end at his home in Ottumwa. Monday he will go to Chicago where he will take the physical examination for an appointment in West Point.

Miss Helen Kien of the school of music is spending the week end in Des Moines.

University Book Store
With entire new stock.
Located at
108 S. Clinton St.

The Forty South of
Johnson County Savings Bank

FULL LINE OF TEXT-BOOKS
AND SUPPLIES

PASTIME
Today and Monday
“MARRIAGE A LA CARTE”
CLAIRA KIMBALL YOUNG—Th e World's Greatest Actress
In a beautiful Comedy-Drama

Admission 5c and 10c
Mutual Weekly. Dunlop Orchestra Afternoon and evening

March number of Midland now out

CONTAINS POEMS BY WILLARD WEBBEL OF KANSA S AND R. E. ALEXANDER OF NEBRASKA

The March number of the Midland was not publishable. This month another group of poems by Edwin Ford Plot of the department of English appears. Earlier poems of his have been favorably commented upon by “Current Opinion” and other eastern magazines. The present poems deal with the boy and girl in the home circle. They are beautiful andmeasureable interpretations of the group. The last poem of the group, “The River Once More,” is a description of a dreaming scene in the early springs. Many readers will feel that is it Mr. Piper has reached the highest level of dramatic intensity yet displayed in any of his poems.

The other contributions of poems come by Willard Webbe of the department of English of Kansas universities and by R. E. Alexander, head of the department of History at Lincoln. Mr. Webbe was recently elected a member of the Poetry Society of the United States. His poem, “Box of Voyces,” exhibited by the Midland this month was read at the annual meeting of the association, and received several votes as the best presented.

Mr. Alexander’s poem, “A La Belle France,” is a distinctly masterful interpretation of his poems.

WANT ADS

WANT-We have a position for a young lady stenographer who is capable of turning proof reading and the general work of the office. A permanent position and good wages will be paid. The Commonwealth Printing Co., 268 S. Clinton St. ST. LOUIS ROOMS FOR RENT—Modern light housekeeping rooms; also large front room. 261 E. Washington. 110-12

FOR RENT—“Two rooms down stairs for gentlemen; or light housekeeping.

FOR RENT—Large modern front room. 264 Washington street.

LOST—Pair of silver-clad glasses and a fountain pen. Finder leaves at Miss Klingenhagen’s office.
UNIVERSITY PANITORIUM
We call for and deliver
Cleaners, Pressers,
Dyers and Repairs
CLUB RATES
Phone Black 466
Corner Dubuque & Iowa Ave.

EAT AT THE
MERCHANTS' RESTAURANT
The Largest Restaurant in the City
WE PRIDE OURSELVES ON THESE THINGS
FIRST—We use nothing but the highest grade
preserved butter.
SECOND—We use high grade coffee.
THIRD—We buy three times a week, market.
We have three cooks, thus insuring prompt service.
Fourth—Our Prices Meet all Competition
Every day and forget your pay envelope.
310 B. College St. Iowa City, La.

BUSINESS NOT LIKE WAR
From sold at one time that business is like war.
Perhaps it was at one time, but there's been a
reformation.
War means cruelty, bitterness, deception and
destruction. Victory sits on ruin.
Modern business needs cooperation.
Secrets have become commonplace.
Oppression is absolute, almost.
Stealing is rivalry in service.
Attacks are in bad order.
Exploitation, as well as convention, forbids a
rightful act.
Competition must on every hand. What one
man does, he plucks from others.
Business thrives best in an atmosphere of cooper-
tivity and of mutual help.
The man who loses his spirit should not advertise.
He is in discord with the new-day trend. The
boss he lets men know of him the better.

NOT BETTER—BEST
When Looking for
The Best Ice Cream,
Candies and Confections
Try
THE PRINCESS

BUCKLEY IMPERIAL BALL ROOM
NOW READY
Best Dance Floor in Town
Equipped for all kinds of entering
Book your dates early

THE GLOBE HOTEL
First Class Rooming and Boarding House
T. W. WILKINSON, Prop.

NEW BRUNSWICK MANAGEMENT
Geo. R. Hanley, Prop.
This Place is Your Place for
BILLS 
willing 
barbering
Come in and Make Yourself at Home

TAILORED CLOTHES
lift you out of the ordinary run and they
cost no more than ready-made.
For real clothes satisfaction wear
“TAILORED”
HUBA & SON
203 College, Cor. Dub.

WHILE YOU WAIT
Expert Shoemakers will repair your shoes
within 15 minutes
Make your old shoes as good as new.
BOSTON SHOES REPAIRING CO.
120 B. Dubuque
Phone Red 460

EASTER

V ADVANCEMENT
Engle, R.C. South
HAPPY
DYER, M.D.
"The University of Life"
Comedy and Music
and much more
and much more
Pathe News and much more.
Continuous performance.
V ADMISSION 10 CENTS
VAUDEVILLE
Englebert Theatre, March 17th and 18th
SATURDAY and SUNDAY

HAPPY HARRISON
and
DYNAMITE
“The Unrivalled Male”
LEVIN AND ABBOTT
Comedy Singing, Talking
and Dancing

MARTINI AND MAXIMILLIAN
In straight and crooked magic
ADOLPHO
Master of the Accordion

ALSO
PARAMOUNT PICTURES
James L. Tasky Presents
WALLACE REID and ANITA KING

“THE GOLDEN FETTER”
Pathé News and Comedies.
Continuous performance 1:20 to 11 p. m.
Vaudville starts at 3:00, 5:00 and 9:00. Prices 10, 15 and 25c.

THEY DON’T BECOME SUMISSIVE HORACK
Contradict Other Assertions Also Made by Professor Ross in Recent Talk

Professor P. E. Horack of the political science department does not agree with Professor Ross statements regarding the status of the modern woman.

“From personal inquiries among my colleagues shortly after Dr. Ross made his speech,” he said, “I find that the women do not become more emancipated in the years of marriage pass. Why should that? As a woman becomes more dependent on her husband that is in direct that she should grow submissively.”

As far as the areas of the modern woman is concerned, it is hardly fair to draw conclusions from the past times, since there were not the opportunities that there are now. Women had to spin their own clothes in that day. But even so that they dressed much better in silks and notice them as they do now.

Professor at the University of Iowa who is studying on the modern life of women, profesor Horack and Dr. Ross do not differ when it comes to a modern woman has more leisure, but their views did not emphasize that fact. Instead their time was spent in solving the new social problems and in “swapping pick lines.”

The woman of that type is an anticipation of the future.

Margaret Clatworthy, Delta Delta Delta, is spending the week end at her home in West Liberty.

Katherine Huxtable, Delta Delta Delta, is spending the week end at her home in Cedar Rapids.

Lucia Sperman, Gamma Phi Beta, is visiting at her home in Newton over the week end.

Mrs. Raymond S. Knox is a week end guest at the Kappa Kappa Gamma house.

Professor N. M. Stewart will speak at Centennial Monday April 1 on “Community Betterment” under the auspices of the P. E. O.

Both Johnson of Clinton will be the guest this coming week end of Miss Lath Frazzحام, secretary to Mr. Alferth at the F. C. A. Miss Johnson also visited her brother, Arthur, a student in the engineering college, and will attend the engineers reception.

Joveth Gibson of Des Moines is a guest at the Alpha Chi Omega house this week, having arrived to attend the Pet Omega formal.

Pet Kappa Psi entertained at a dancing party at their chapter house last evening. Mr. and Mrs. Howard Jones disappeared.

Mrs. H. McVay of Port Dodge is spending the week end with her son, Joe, Mrs. Thora F. Fredman in the liberal arts college.

Former friend, Alpha Delta Pi at Ames, is spending the week end at the Alpha Delta Pi house with Verna Hill. She attended the Delta Sigma Pi party last evening.

Vera Chorley of Des Moines is a guest at the Delta Delta Delta house this week end.

EASTER AP RIL 8

Wrigley’s is a constant friend to teeth, teeth, appetite and digestion.

The refreshment and comfort of this toothsome, long-lasting confection is within the reach of everybody.

Its benefits are many — its cost small. That’s why it’s used around the world. Nothing else can take its place.

Chew it after every meal

Write Wrigley’s 1644 Building, Chicago, Ill., for the handy book of ‘‘Two Savors’’.
SHAKESPEARE IN RUSSIAN

(Continued from page one)

"The German forces will be driven out of the country by the tremendous powers of the newly formed array. "Bolsheviks, president of the Russian Union, is head of the party and may be listed among the moderates. Roshchin, a member of the ministry, is a constitutionalist of Kadett, No. 2 in politics today in his views, and is scored with the new wave.

WILL End Jewish Trouble

"I look for the abdication of the czar to have an important effect on the relations between Russian and the United States. Treaty relations can now probably be established. The Jewish question which has been before-governed agreement will give no more trouble. There will no longer be a Jewish question in Russia."

The news from Russia caused much discussion among professors who are studying and teaching modern government and world politics.

"Such a war as this is not to result in demonstration of the government involved," Prof. Benjamin F. Bingham, head of the department of political science, commented, "but revolution is not at all surprising. Similar democratic movements may be expected in Germany and Austria, whose people will demand greater voice in the government."

SLANG AND SCIENCE

INCREASE LANGUAGE

Even Babies Have Words With Definite Meanings, Dr. E. E. Faris Asserts

"One" means "water"—not in French, Spanish, or Chinese, but in "baby talk." Babies have words of their own invention which contain the sounds of the English language and some not in English. But words like "water" or "baby" occur, in 180 such words have been recorded, of course, all babies in the language.

So Dr. E. E. Faris of the department of psychology declared in a paper on "The Psychology of Language," read before the Baltimore club Friday night.

The popular conception of language development is in opposition to this, the professor Faris said.

People believe that a thought comes first and that a word is then found to express it. In fact, the word appears first, without meaning. It finally takes on meaning through use.

Speech the psychologist regards merely as a physical act, a gesture or form of behavior. The psychologist is not interested in speech itself but rather in the intellectual processes by which words acquire meaning.

Spoken words developed after communication had been established through gesture without sound, Dr. Faris said. The language, once it came gradually extended itself. Through both speech and sign are developing. As science adding new words and new meanings, slang uses new words to express old thoughts in new ways.

SPORTS HEAD FRESHMEN

IN BASKETBALL GAME

The Sophomore of the University high school was from the freshmen in a basketball game at the armory Thursday night by a score of 7 to 4. A charge of ten cents was made to help pay for the victory which the high school purchased.

The lineup list as follows: Freshman, John Thomas, center; Kasiewski and Thomas, forwards; Trappe and Nicola, guards; Sophomore, Walsh, center; Bunsen and Hruby, forwards; Goodall and Huestings, guards.

FINISHERS REVIEWS

Ernest J. Ashbaugh of the extension division has returned from a two-day's survey of the school building conditions in Waverly. The field work has been completed, but his report has not yet been made. Professor in the Waverly survey Mr. Ashbaugh made a ten day survey of instruction at Waverly City, the report on which has yet to be tendered.

Spring Fashion Show

Style - Character - Nicety

In Women's, Young Women's and Children's Apparel

Will be shown

MARCH 19th AND 20th
At the Englert Theatre

LIVING MODELS

The newest, finest and most favored styles in Evening and Reception Gowns and Wraps, Tailored Suits, Dress Suits, Coats, Blouses, Skirts and Millinery will be impressively displayed on Living Models so that you may gain full knowledge of what are the correct fashions for the approaching Spring Season.

OUTDOOR GARMENTS

For Sports and Field Attire, Street and Garden Frock, Tailored Suits, Waists, Separate Skirts and every form of Spirited Outdoor costume.

THE YELTER - COAST

Program of Fashion Entertainment for Women and Men has been completely arranged for your Style Guidance.

FROMENADE AT 8 O'CLOCK

OTHER ENTERTAINING FEATURES

PHOTOPLAY ANITA STEWART in "THE GIRL PHILIPP" ALSO VOCAL SELECTIONS

 thermal quality armor-lined finish...THE BIG STORE

Not a single item was omitted. People went in and out of the store only to find the most elaborate and beautiful models of the season. The quality of the goods was so high that it was easy to select the garments that would suit the individual.

General Admis­ sion 10c

Reserved Seats 15c

YETTER

VOL. XVI-NEW BERI

EIGHT ENTER TWELVE

Chicago, Illinois, Min­ chia, Wisconsin, Ames, and Bemidji.

FOR SPORTS "THE GIRL PHILIPP" WITH ANITA STEWART, A New Star at the Englert Theatre.

TO BE ENTERED

Ann and Nevada's 15th Big Only School Dance, Nine to Be Happened.

ABOUT THE BIG ARTISTIC

Chicago, Illinois, Min­ chia, Wisconsin, Ames, and Bemidji.